Worksheet 10. Vocabulary review

Choose the correct completion.

1. When you take a course, you take a (class / trip).
2. You graduate from a school when you (start / finish) your classes there.
3. A secretary works in (an office / a classroom).
4. *After a while* means (right away / after some time).
5. When you are homesick, you want to be (at home / away from your home).
6. If there isn’t enough (heat / hot), you feel cold.
7. A local restaurant is (near / far from) your home.
8. A publisher (writes / prints) books.
10. Lisa was able to go to Harvard University because the university (accepted / rejected) her.
11. When you talk about a character in a book of fiction, you are talking about a person (in real life / in the imagination of the author).
12. *Imagination* means (pictures in a movie / pictures in your mind).

fiction = stories and books about people an author invented